
Spirit Plus™ Bed – Quick Reference Guide 
To Operate the Bed: 
Use the footboard staff control, rail controls, or the pendant to raise or lower the head 
section, the knee section, or the entire bed. 

To Operate Electronic CPR: 
PRESS and HOLD the CPR button to flatten both the head and knee sections 
simultaneously. 

To Operate Trendelenburg: 
PRESS and HOLD the TREND (Trendelenburg) or rev.TREND (Reverse Trendelenburg) 
button on the footboard control to achieve either function. To level the bed, PRESS and hold 
the opposite function until the bed automatically stops in the horizontal position. 

To Operate ‘Chair’: 
PRESS and HOLD the CHAIR button. Green LED illuminates when full CHAIR position is 
achieved. 
PRESS and HOLD CHAIR button again to level bed. If Green LED is not illuminated PRESS 
and HOLD the CPR button to flatten both the head and knee sections and PRESS and 
HOLD the TREND button until the bed automatically stops in the horizontal position. 

To Operate ‘Auto Contour’: 
Press the CONTOUR button so that the green light is on. Knee section will raise 
automatically when head section is raised. (NOTE: KNEE lock-out will override Auto 
Contour). 

Lock-Outs: 
The side rail controls and pendant can be locked or unlocked (to restrict patient use). Lock-
outs for each bed function are located on the footboard staff control underneath each 
function. When the LOCK button LED is illuminated, patient control of that particular 
function with the side rail controls or pendant is restricted. If the LOCK button LED is not 
illuminated, then patient control of that function is permitted. 

Master Lock-Out: 
To restrict all side rail, pendant, and footboard controls, press all three LOCK buttons 

simultaneously (the LOCK button LED’s will sequentially flash). When Master Lock-Out has 
been activated, the Electronic CPR function and Nurse Call remains operable. 

To Operate Plastic Siderails: 
To lower the rails, gently depress the green PRESS button, then rotate the rail down. Head 
rails rotate toward the headboard, foot rails rotate toward the footboard. The rail will 
automatically lock 
in the UP position. 

To Move and Lock the Bed: 
Use the Central “Lock & Steer” system: 
BRAKE: All four wheels are locked in “BRAKE” mode 
STEER: Foot-end wheels are locked in “STEER” mode, head-end wheels swivel freely 
NEUTRAL: All four wheels swivel freely in “NEUTRAL” mode 

Power Status Indication: 
LED is solid GREEN: Bed is plugged into an AC power outlet and the battery is fully charged 
LED is flashing GREEN: Bed is plugged into an AC power outlet and the battery is charging 
LED is solid RED: Bed is running on battery power 
LED is flashing RED: Bed is running on battery power but has used up the battery power. 
Plug bed into an AC power outlet and allow battery to charge for 24 hr 
LED is alternating flashing 
GREEN and RED: 
Bed is plugged into an AC power outlet but there is a problem with the 
battery or another component. Service bed immediately 


